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Hello and welcome to a new section here at OLR called Video Stumble!

  

This section will be dedicated to interesting, amazing, or just plain funny video game related
videos!

  

On this first article we will watch a 2 part video about the many console ports Street Fighter II
had on consoles, including Turbo, Champion Edition, and Super.  Some are good, like the
SNES and Genesis ports, some look really bad.  But it is also interesting to see the changes
made from the original arcade intro and the different variations of the intro music, some are
pretty cool to hear.  And you'll be surprised at some of the ports made, especially the last one
considering the year of its release.

  

              

  

Click on the "Read more" link to watch the 2nd video and a little bonus one.

      
  

              

  

Of course, those are not the only ports made to consoles, there have been many remakes like
the Street Fighter II Anniversary Collection and of course SSFIIHD Remix, which also had an
intro made by Udon Entertainment, graphic developers of HD Remix, though it was cut from the
final version of the game, but they released the intro on YouTube for everyone to see and enjoy.
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Pretty interesting, don't you think?

  

Well this is all for this week on Video Stumble, but be sure to check out the other articles on
OLR like Retro Rearview and I Love That Song!

  

And remember, this is OLR, where every gamer has a voice, so if you have any suggestions for
future Video Stumble articles, you can send me a Tweet over at @act_deft , or just leave a
comment.

  

Watch you later!
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